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Hemp, Cannabis sativa, has been called the world's most versatile plant. In fact, hemp was used for money
in most of the Americas from 1631 until the early 1800s, and the original drafts of the Declaration of
Independence and the Constitution were written on hemp paper.C. Its role as a source of renewable energy
and alternatively for paper developing and fossil fuels• The history of its cultivation worldwide • Materials
created from hemp fiber have already been found out in tombs dating back again to 7000 B.As a food, the
oil from hemp seeds gets the highest percentage of efa's and the cheapest percentage of saturated fats.
Britain and Canada have recently lifted bans on growing industrial hemp and today it is reappearing in the
marketplace in an amazing array of items: from lip-salve, denims, salad essential oil, and cheese to paper
items, composite fiberboard, and biomass gas.This illustrated, easy-to-read guide covers all areas of hemp:•
Columbus's ships acquired sails of hemp, and during colonial situations it was universally grown because its
strong fibers made superior ropes, sails, fabric, and paper. During the Middle Ages hemp was utilized to
take care of fevers, insomnia, and malaria. Its many dietary and medicinal uses• Its versatility as a fiber•
Examines the physiological and mental effects of marijuana use in recreation and therapy• A thorough
resource section includes information on organizations involved with legalizing hemp, product suppliers,
and an annotated bibliography.
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Heavy in the Marijuana light on the Hemp I will have paid more attention to the reviews here. This book is
mainly about marijuana, rather than so much about Industrial Hemp. A concept whose time is method past
due. Also, the guide isn't very thorough. I've always felt like marijuana is normally a significant gift from
God. While it may cover an array of topics, it does not go into any great depth. Probably I just knew to much
currently about Hemp, and simply couldn't learn anything fresh from this volume.) I am Excited to
accomplish what I can to help change the laws regarding marijuana. To time this is probably the most
educational compilations of details on the subject that I've found.It reads as an apologetic for 'stoners', which
frustrated myself because I have zero interest in hemp for it's THC content. I hope you join in the
developing grass roots movement (yes, a pun) to legalize hemp farms. Prohibition of marijuana is incorrect
in SO many methods. When my physicians recommended narcotics for my chronic pain I decided it was
time to try using my older friend, MaryJane, for comfort. Which is fine, great, whatever, it may all be
accurate. I just got sick and tired of the same message while trying to learn about nutrient articles and
decorticators. What you don't Know is killing the life upon this Planet as we know it.. I'll be scanning this
one at least twice! 30's I was "on the wagon" from marijuana 'cuz I was doing the church point. It had been
the only matter I really regretted having to quit. I didn't miss cigarettes and alcohol was a good thing to learn
to live without. A book ten instances this size could possibly be written on just growing hemp.Based on the
author nearly every religion started with individuals who were smoking weed, and just about any person
who's ever used hemp for any software also secretly smoked weed. Very first thing I did so was read
everything I possibly could get my practical about MJ. This book is certainly a Gold Mine of information.
Of all the books, pamphlets and stuff on the internet I've read, THE FANTASTIC Reserve of Hemp was the
most extensive and interesting. The last 10% is just because it's illegal. Since reading this publication (over
& I did so not check the time of when it was written, seems like past due 90's. The financial benefits that
legalization would bring would not just save jillions of dollars in legal expenditures it would ADD money to
our government funds by method of taxation. I took it back and bought my very own.. I think that if people
who aren't familiar with MJ as a medication or recreational intoxicant learned all about it's benefits, they too
would observe how ridiculous and EXPENSIVE it is to keep it as an unlawful substance. over - the library
finally documented it as dropped! I believe this publication is a valuable device to educate the public as they
ponder whether to vote for or otherwise support legalization. I was expecting the exact opposite. Canada
offers been permitting hemp farms and creation for years and consider a vital financial engine. The uses for
hemp products are are nothing short of astounding in fact it is a green industry generally. I'm 80% interested
in the health areas of hemp (primarily the live seed) and 10% thinking about the mechanical/industrial uses
of hemp. I first read about commercial hemp farms over 35 years back and couldn't believe these weren't
everywhere in the us. Great but somewhat outdated This is a very interesting book on the countless uses of
hemp. Then we could begin building a Billion dollar market which will save the countries farmers and the
globe would be a better place.. Setting the records straight - Through my 20's & Eye openning...I
recommend this book for those thinking about Marijuana. I don't recommend it for all those interested in
(Non-Marijuana) Hemp. Marijuana for over 40 years. After scanning this it answered some question and
created more Questions.. But this book just has so many cited resources and great statistics. Hemp Bible If
you seeking to learn a TON of facts about hemp, this book is essential. I was expecting something newer
though. over & It makes hardly any reference or non at all to the merchandise you can purchase online, or all
of the activism that has been done through the net, as if the idea didn't exist yet. Even though, it is very
educational and is definately worthy of checking out to obtain a good idea of what hemp can do. This plant
has tremendous potential which book simply strengthens my belief in its amazing features. Most Informative
Book upon Uses of a Wonderous Plant This is probably the most Informative works about Hemp that I have
read in twenty years. I have been researching Hemp &.. The Great Book of Hemp: THE ENTIRE Guide to
the surroundings A great book filled with information for those who previously didn't know how essential

the plant is for Earth. I browse Hemp Bound before scanning this, which is a good way to ease directly into
hemp's features. If everyone in the us were made aware of the information in this publication, the insanity of
the Hemp/marijuana battle getting waged in this nation by overzealot/misinformedLaw Manufacturers and
Enforcers would end. Hemp for America Terrific resource for those thinking about legalizing this versatile,
job-creating plant. OH and yes the legal pot growers like the types in Colorado DO PAY Government taxes.
I thought a great use of the pot taxes the pot growers paid to the state of Colorado cancelled out the debt the
condition acquired in the first year of sales. If you are old more than enough choose what you need to and
drink responsibly and in cases like this smoke responsibly. book review I am reading this book as We type
this and it has very good details in it. They simply need to submit the cashiers checks to a certain address
and keep an archive of the transactions. Personally i think this topic is like drinking beer or whiskey. Five
Stars My next adventure the book is full of good information. Five Stars Love this book using its history.
Five Stars Great book. Excellent history and information regarding hemp Excellent history and information
regarding hemp. Never offers such a a harmless plant been so over the top reviled for nada. Five Stars
outstanding book
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